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Introduction
2
Weather data were compiled annually from a U.S. Weather Service 
station, elevation 475ft (145m), located approximately 350ft (107m) 
west of the garden. The last spring frost was 8 May (30°F, -1°C) (Table 
1). The amount of precipitation was 3.3 inches below the past ten year 
average of 8.4 inches with more than half of the rainfall occurring in 
May and September. The season was the driest in the past 10 years. 
The thaw degree-day accumulation was 474.6 degree-days higher than 
the previous ten-year average and was the warmest during the past 
10 years. The frost free season of 119 days compared to the previous 
ten year average of 110 days. The summer was hot, dry and extremely 
smoky from a record acreage burned by forest ﬁ res. The extra warmth 
provided one of the best growing seasons in the Interior especially for 
warm season vegetables such as pumpkins and beans. Local growers 
and homeowners grew spectacular gardens as long as they had access 
to irrigation. Table 2 is a weather summary for the months of the 
growing season
Each year approximately 200 vegetable cultivars are included in 
the tests at the Georgeson Botanical Garden. Each cultivar is tested 
for at least three years and, where possible, compared with long-term 
standard cultivars that have proven valuable over many years. The 
vegetable trials were planted from 11 May to 7 June, 2004 (Table 3.) 
in the Family Food Garden of the Georgeson Botanical Garden (64° 
51’N, 147° 52’W). Fairbanks silt loam soil was fertilized with 10-20-
20S (4 lbs per 100 sq. ft., 195 g per sq meter) prior to planting. The 
cole crops, cucurbits, peppers, tomatoes, artichokes, and eggplant 
were grown as seedling transplants. All others were direct seeded. 
Transplants were hardened off outdoors for one week prior to 
transplanting. 
All cultivars were planted according to recommended commercial 
spacing guidelines (Table 3.) in unreplicated beds. Plant numbers varied 
according to plot size. Plots were irrigated and hand weeded as needed 
throughout the summer. Rows of turnips and radishes were covered 
with Remay® spun-bonded fabric to prevent root maggot damage. 
Harvest began the third week of June with spinach and continued 
three times weekly through September. Data consisted of yield as 
well as observations of disease, insect pests, off-type plants, and 
deformities. Tomato cultivar trials are reported in Tomato Cultivar 
Trials 2000-2004, Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station 
Research Progress Report, In Press.
Table 1. Previous ten year weather data plus 2004
Season 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Average temperature:
May 52.0 52.3 44.1 47.8 49 46 44 45 50.4 44.2 52
June 57.0 58.5 57.3 61.0 57.8 61 59 56.5 57.6 61.3 66
July 62.0 61.9 61.9 63.8 62.2 61 59 60.5 61.3 60.5 65
Aug 51.0 55.6 52.1 57.1 52.4 57.5 51.5 57 53.9 55.1 62
Sept. 43.0 50.6 41.2 49.6 45.8 45 41 48.5 46.6 40.8 38
Maximum temperature 89 85 82 87 87 91 83 95 85 82 90
Growing season:   
Last frost May 6 May 22 June 5 May 25 May 13 May 29 May 15 May 13 May 12 May 24 May 8
First frost Aug 23 Sep 4 Aug 27 Aug 19 Sep 13 Sep 11 Sep 16 Sep 24 Sep 2 Sep 13 Sep 4
Frost free days 109 105 83 86 123 105 124 134 113 112 119
Thaw degree days 3476.3 3676.5 2810.5 3655.5 3277.5 3383 2943 3439 2980.0 3122.7 3751.0
Rainfall 7.21 10.15 8.73 5.86 9.87 8.66 8.55 5.80 9.35 9.91 5.06
Previous winter season:
Minimum temperature -37 -48 -48 -54 -48 -54 -50 -27 -36.3 -34.6 -44.4
Snowfall 36.3 69 47.8 38.4 30.6 31.6 62.2 39.9 39.7 33.2 51.7
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Table 2. Weather Data for 2002 - 2004
 May June July August September
 2002 2003 2004 2002 2003 2004 2002 2003 2004 2002 2003 2004 2002 2003 2004
Average daily max. °F 64 55 64 69 74 80 73 70 76 64 66 75 57 50 47
Monthly high temp. °F 85 74 76 77 82 90 83 88 89 85 76 84 67 66 61
Average daily min. °F 37 33 40 46 48 53 50 50 53 44 44 49 36 31 30
Monthly low temp. °F 18 27 30 33 40 42 36 41 44 34 39 35 28 17 26
Rainfall (inches) 0.48 0.48 1.67 1.30 0.85 0.42 2.71 5.12 1.21 3.71 1.86 0.50 1.15 1.73 1.26
4Table 3. 2004 vegetable cultivar results
   Date Date Row Spacing IRT Yield Harvest
Name Cultivar Source1 Seed Plant2 Between within Mulch in lb period Comments & Catalog Description
Bean Ambra 18 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.75/foot 8/4-8/24 Smooth straight medium green pods, 52 days
Bean Contender* 21 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.22/foot 7/26-8/24 Reliable, round-oval pods with strong ﬂ avor,
            55 days
Bean Provider* 16 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.30/foot 7/26-8/24 5-5.5” long, medium green, ﬂ eshy, round pods
            adapted to diverse conditions, 50 days
Bean Tendercrop 11 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.93/foot 8/4-8/24 Mid green, round, stringless, pods up to 6”
            long, vigorous, upright, excellent for freezer
Bean,  Gina 11 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 2.61/foot 7/26-8/24 Flat 5-5 1/2” broad pods
  Romano
Bean,  Roma II* 20 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.51/foot 8/4-8/24 Medium-green, smooth, ﬂ at pods, 
  Romano            slow to develop seed or tough strings, 59 days
Bean, Yellow Romano  18 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 2.60/foot 8/4-8/24 Dwarf, bushy plants, light yellow 
  Romano   Gold           pods, 56 days
Bean, Yellow Goldito 21 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.34/foot 8/4-8/24 Smooth, straight pods, 52 days
  Wax
Bean, Yellow  Goldkist 6 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.50/foot 8/4-8/24 Slim, 6” pods, deep yellow color
  Wax
Bean, Yellow  Rocdor 6 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.34/foot 8/4-8/24 Reliable, straight, early pods, harvest young,
  Wax            50-53 days
Bean, Yellow Sunburst 18 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.57/foot 7/26-8/24 Early wax bean, smooth pods, 51 days
  Wax
Beet Chioggia 6 27-May DS 3-4” 2’ no 0.92/foot 7/21-8/4 Good color, white and pink rings inside
            scarlet skin, sweet ﬂ avor. 55 days
Beet Little Mini  18 27-May DS 3-4” 2’ no 1.55/foot 7/21-8/11 Small size, round, short tops, good for greens
   Ball
Beet Pacemaker 18 27-May DS 3-4” 2’ no 2.25/foot 7/21-8/11 Round root with no zoning, excellent ﬂ avor
   III           crisp texture, 55 days 
Beet Red Ace 6 27-May DS 3-4” 2’ no 1.94/foot 7/21-8/11 Round, smooth, deep red roots, early, medium 
            tall, red-veined greens
Beet Sangria* 17 27-May DS 3-4” 2’ no 1.41/foot 7/16-8/9 Globe shaped, excellent color, sweet, smooth &
            tender, slow bolting
Broccoli Early  12 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 0.15/plant 6/26 Large, early, lots of laterals, 25” tall, 50 days
   Dividend*           
Broccoli Green  20 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 1.42/plant 7/16-7/26 Reliable, high quality, medium-large heads
   Valiant*         
Broccoli Marathon 6 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 2.11/plant 7/20-8/04 Large, uniform, high yields, tolerant to cold
Broccoli Shogun 24 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 2.29/plant 7/26-7/28 Huge, can reach 3-4 lbs, 14” across, 72 days
Brussels  Jade Cross E 4 17-Mar 26-May 24” 3’ no 1.87/plant 8/06-8/18 Reliable, short season, uniform excellent 
  Sprouts              quality sprouts
Brussels  Oliver 4 17-Mar 26-May 24” 3’ no 1.30/plant 8/06-8/18 Earliest, medium-green sprouts, large, ﬂ avorful
  Sprouts            easy to grow, 90 days
Brussels  Prince  21 17-Mar 26-May 24” 3’ no 2.29/plant 8/06-8/20 Reliable, ﬂ avorful, dark green sprouts, 85 days
  Sprouts   Marvel
Brussels  Trafalgar 19 17-Mar 26-May 24” 3’ no 0.10/plant 8/20 Good, late, sweet, heavy crop of medium- 
  Sprouts            sized sprouts, 160 days
*standard cultivars, 1. Name and address of seed source corresponds to number as listed on back cover. 2. DS= direct seeded.
5Cabbage Dynamo 8 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 3.51/plant 7/26-7/28 Small, round, hard, 2.5 lb. heads, 65-70 days
Cabbage Earliana 23 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 1.99/plant 7/01-7/14 Good, early, round heads, 5” across, 60 days
Cabbage Primax 6 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 3.79/plant 7/15-7/27 Small-midsize head, light green, 2-4 lbs., 60 days
Cabbage Ruby Ball 20 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 5.56/plant 8/5-8/9 Firm, mild, sweet ﬂ avor, 3-4 lbs., 78 days
Cabbage Savoy  1 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 1.37/plant 7/07 Tipburn, good color, some mold, All America
   Express           winner 2000, compact 1-1.5 lb. heads. 55 days
Carrot Artist 6 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 5.44/foot 8/25 Tapered, smooth, roots, 7-8” long, deep orange, 
            65 days, rows planted in 3”-wide band
Carrot Little Finger 3 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 2.99/foot 8/25 3.5” long, 5/8” thick, smooth skin and small
             cores, 65 days, rows planted in 3”-wide band
Carrot Minicor 6 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 2.92/foot 8/06 Slim, 3-5” carrot, smooth skin and excellent 
            color, 55 days, rows planted in 3”-wide band
Carrot Nelson 20 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 6.38/foot 8/25 Excellent ﬂ avor, high-producing and quality,
            Smooth 6-7” root, 1-1.5” shoulders, deep orange
            color, 58 days, rows planted in 3”-wide band
Carrot Parmex 6 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 2.92/foot 8/06-8/25 Round shape, orange, not a great taste, harvest 
            at 1.5” for best quality, 50 days, rows planted 
            in 3”-wide band
Cauliﬂ ower Alverda 22 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 0.93/plant 8/18-8/20 Green-headed cauliﬂ ower, mild ﬂ avor, medium
            sized plants, 60-65 days
Cauliﬂ ower Amazing 11 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 3.03/plant 7/31-8/20 
Cauliﬂ ower Andes 22 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 3.59/plant 7/28-8/18 Consistently high yields, large heads, strong
            upright foliage, tolerant to heat and cold, 60 days
Cauliﬂ ower Baldo 18 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 2.83/plant 7/14-8/18 Early, creamy white heads, solid, 2 lbs. 47 days
Cauliﬂ ower Fremont 10 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 2.90/plant 7/26-8/20 Very white, 7” across, self wrapping, 65 days
Cauliﬂ ower Snow Crown 12 19-Apr 26-May 16” 3’ no 1.88/plant 7/12-7/19 Early, All-America Selection, well-rounded
              white heads, up to 8” across, 68 days
Celery Florida 683 18 17-Mar 28-May 6” 3’ no 9.53/foot 8/25 High rib-count, bushy, medium green, 100 days,
              planted in staggered double row 6” spacing
Celery Utah 52-70 18 17-Mar 28-May 6” 3’ no 5.75/foot 8/25 Dark green, compact. 98 days, Planted in
   HK           staggered double row 6” spacing 
Celery Ventura 18 17-Mar 28-May 6” 3’ no 9.82/foot 8/25 Extra heavy trim weight, 100 days, planted in 
            double row 6” spacing
Collards Champion 18 1-Jun DS 12” 3’ no 1.34/foot 8/11 Slow bolting, dark green color, long, broad, 
            wavy, tender leaves. 60 days
Cucumber Early Pride 23 3-May 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 39.74/plant 7/12-8/26 Slicing, 8.5” long, crispy and tasty fruit, 55 days
Cucumber Fanfare 10 3-May 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 29.86/plant 7/07-8/26 Slicing, semi-bush hybrid, dark green 8-9”, 52 days
Cucumber H-19 Little  6 3-May 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 30.35/plant 7/14-8/26 Easy to pick, blocky, medium length, Good for 
   Leaf*           fresh eating and pickling. 57 days
Cucumber Northern  5 3-May 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 35.90/plant 7/15-8/26 High-yielding, early variety for salads and
   Pickling           pickling, fertilize well, pick at small size, 48 days
Cucumber Salad Bush 4 3-May 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 32.86/plant 7/20-8/26 Favorite, All-America winner, 8”-long slicers,
              smooth, dark green skin, 57 days
Cucumber Sweet  13 3-May 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 34.26/plant 7/07-8/26 Slicing, consistent high yields, All-America
   Success*          winner, 12” long, 58 days
Cucumber Sweeter Yet 22 3-May 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 53.44/plant 7/14-8/26 10-12” dark green, crisp fruit, 45 days
Table 3. 2004 vegetable cultivar results
   Date Date Row Spacing IRT Yield Harvest
Name Cultivar Source1 Seed Plant2 Between within Mulch in lb period Comments & Catalog Description
*standard cultivars, 1. Name and address of seed source corresponds to number as listed on back cover. 2. DS= direct seeded.
6Eggplant Bride 18 17-Mar 5-Jun 1’ 2’ yes 0.44/plant 7/26-8/23 Low yield, slim, 8” long, tender, great taste, 
          58 days, plant two rows, 1’ apart in a 3’-wide
          raised bed
Eggplant Early Bird 11 17-Mar 5-Jun 1’ 2’ yes 14.7/plant 7/09-8/27 Earliest thick-fruited eggplant
Eggplant Ichiban 5 17-Mar 5-Jun 1’ 2’ yes 8.9/plant 7/14-8/27 Oriental, slender, 12” fruit. 61 days, medium 
            yield
Eggplant Orient  6 17-Mar 5-Jun 1’ 2’ yes 2.36/plant 7/16-8/27 Black oriental type, great early productivity,
   Express           10” fruits, 58 days, plant two rows 1’ apart in
            a 3’-wide raised bed, sets fruit in cool weather
Eggplant Snowy 6 17-Mar 5-Jun 1’ 2’ yes 1.23/plant 7/09-8/27 White oriental type long fruit, early, mild, non-
            bitter ﬂ avor, 60 days, plant two rows 1’ apart 
            in a 3’-wide raised bed
Greens,  Komatsuna  6 1-Jun DS 6-8” 3’ no 1.20/foot 8/11 Mild, tender greens, Upright with slender, 
  Oriental   Summerfest           ﬂ eshy stems and dark green, rounded leaves,
            has heat and disease tolerance, 35 days
Kale Red Russian 24 27-May DS 12-16” 2’ no 7.73/foot 7/28-8/27 Consistent high yields, stems purple, leaves
            deep gray-green, 25 days baby, 50 days mature
Kale Toscano 6 27-May DS 12-16” 2’ no 3.93/foot 7/28-8/27 Good color, dark green, blistered leaves, mild 
            ﬂ avor, 30 days baby, 65 days mature
Kale Winterbor 20 27-May DS 12-16” 2’ no 7.59/foot 7/28-8/27 Winter-hardy kale, ﬁ nely curled, thick, blue-
            green leaves, sweet after frosts, 60 days
Kohlrabi Eder 6 28-May DS 3-6” 3’ no 3.28/foot 8/25 Early white, tender and fast maturing. 38 days
Kohlrabi Grand Duke 21 28-May DS 3-6” 3’ no 4.50/foot 8/25 
Kohlrabi Kolibri 20 28-May DS 3-6” 3’ no 4.17/foot 7/31-8/25 Large bulbs with uniform deep purple skin,
            nearly ﬁ berless white ﬂ esh, 45 days
Leek Arena 22 8-Mar 1-Jun 3” 3’ no 6.39/foot 8/25 Blue-green autumn type, 7” shafts, 118 days
Leek King Richard*  24 8-Mar 1-Jun 3” 3’ no 3.26/foot 8/25 Early, extra long, slim stems 
Leek Pancho 15 8-Mar 1-Jun 3” 3’ no 3.28/foot 8/25 High quality, stocky, short-shanked summer
             leek, 100-110 days
Lettuce,  Edox M.I. 18 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 0.71/plant 7/09 Tipburn, ragged, had insect damage, deep red 
  Butterhead            ﬁ rm leaves, tolerance to poor weather, 64 days
Lettuce,  Ermosa 6 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 1.22/plant 7/01 Dark green, tolerant to tipburn and bolting, 
  Butterhead            28 days baby, 48 days full size
Lettuce,  Esmeralda 18 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 1.00/plant 7/01-7/07 Tipburn, medium green, smooth, ﬁ rm heads, 
  Butterhead   M.I.           Slow bolting, 68 days
Lettuce,  Mikola 6 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 0.45/plant 7/09 Small, red, compact, heavy heads, leaves have 
  Butterhead            green base with uniform red edge
Lettuce,  Sangria 18 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 0.86/plant 7/01-7/07 Red butterhead; medium dark green leaves
  Butterhead            tinged red; resistant to bolting, tipburn
Lettuce,  Burgundy  23 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 1.80/plant 7/09 Little tipburn, tall, good color, outer leaves
  Crisphead   Ice           with burgundy, crisp inner leaves light green
Lettuce,  Continuity 15 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 0.60/plant 7/09 Tipburn, bolted, moldy, insect damage, 
  Crisphead            holds up well in cold weather, 70-75 days
Lettuce, Leaf Brunia  24 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 2.87/foot 7/09-8/09 Very good, no rotting, no visible bugs, French
     Oakleaf           variety with long, slender leaves, 74 days
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7Lettuce, Leaf Cocarde 6 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 3.32/foot 7/09-8/09 Large, trumpet-shaped heads, dark green
              leaves with purple-red, slow bolting. 28 days 
            baby, 49 days full size
Lettuce, Leaf Galactic 17 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 1.23/foot 7/21-8/06 Beautiful, holds well, dark red; mild ﬂ avor
Lettuce, Leaf Merlot NA3 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 1.66/foot 7/01-7/27 Beautiful frilled leaves of the richest dark red,
              smooth, full-bodied ﬂ avor, substitute Galactic
Lettuce, Leaf New Red Fire 4 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 1.95/foot 7/09-8/09 A little tipburn, good color, compact and dense
                with intense red color, 45 days
Lettuce, Leaf Red Rage 18 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 1.87/foot 7/09-8/06 Insect damage, dark red color, 44 days
Lettuce, Leaf Red Sails 6 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 2.08/foot 7/09-8/06 Good color, no bugs, healthy, compact heads,
            rufﬂ ed leaves, All-America Selection
Lettuce, Leaf Revolution 20 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 1.17/foot 7/28-8/06 Beautiful, holds well, frilled leaves, late bolting,
            38 days
Lettuce, Leaf Royal Oak 2 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 0.91/foot 7/09-8/09 Heat-tolerant, long standing, large rosettes 
     Leaf           of oak-like, dark green leaves, 50 days
Lettuce, Leaf Ruby Rufﬂ es 11 26-May DS 10” 2’ no 2.51/foot 7/09-8/06 Burgundy color, deeply puckered leaves
Lettuce,  Cimmaron 5 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 1.32/plant 7/07-7/09 Deep red color, rarely bolts, good ﬂ avor and
  Romaine            crisp, tender texture
Lettuce,  Devil’s  20 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 1.50/plant 7/07 Nice red color, some leaf rot, rich in ﬂ avor, 
  Romaine   Tongue           forms heads up to 7”, 55 days
Lettuce,  Eruption 22 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 0.87/plant 7/09 Good color, little tipburn, no rot, intensely red
  Romaine            miniature heads reach 8” tall, slow bolting, 
            50 days
Lettuce,  Freckles 4 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 1.19/plant 7/07 Susceptible to tipburn, green leaves spotted 
  Romaine            with red, 28 days baby, 55 days full size
Lettuce,  Outredgeous 6 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 1.24/plant 7/07 Nice color, starting to bolt (7/7), 10” romaine, 
  Romaine            52 days
Lettuce,  Romulus 21 21-Apr 27-May 10” 2’ no 2.01/plant 7/09 9-12” heads with glossy-green outer leaves and 
  Romaine            crispy pale-green inner leaves, 75 days
Pea Green Arrow* 16 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.27/foot 7/19-8/26 Reliable variety for Fairbanks, excellent ﬂ avor, 
            double rows spaced 6” apart
Pea Lincoln 18 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.94/foot 7/14-8/26 Well-ﬁ lled slender 3” pods, 65 days, rows 
            double rows spaced 6” apart
Pea Mr Big 23 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.55/foot 7/19-8/26 Harvest mature pods in about 58 to 62 days,
            double rows spaced 6” apart
Pea Novella II 5 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.47/foot 7/26-8/09 Easy to pick, doesn’t require trellising, semi-
            leaﬂ ess pea, double rows spaced 6” apart 
Pea, Snap Cascadia 18 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.66/foot 7/19-8/26 Short vined, low yield this year, 3” dark green 
            pods, 58 days, double rows spaced 6” apart
Pea, Snap Sugar Sprint 8 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.40/foot 7/14-8/02 Almost stringless, 3” pods, 58 days,
   Snap           double rows spaced 6” apart
Pea, Snap Sugarsnap* 6 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.65/foot 7/20-8/26 Tall, 3” pods, bear profusely over a long period,
            1979 All-America Selections winner, 62 days, 
            double rows spaced 6” apart
Pea, Snap Super Sugar-  4 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 0.88/foot 7/14-8/26 Tasty, earlier, somewhat shorter-vined version
 snap           of Sugar Snap, pods avg. 3”, 60 days,
            double rows spaced 6” apart
Table 3. 2004 vegetable cultivar results
   Date Date Row Spacing IRT Yield Harvest
Name Cultivar Source1 Seed Plant2 Between within Mulch in lb period Comments & Catalog Description
*standard cultivars, 1. Name and address of seed source corresponds to number as listed on back cover. 2. DS= direct seeded.
8Pea, Snow Oregon Sugar 20 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 2.09/foot 7/14-8/26 Easy to grow, nonclimbing dwarf vines, 4-5”  
   Pod II*           pods, double rows spaced 6” apart, 70 days
Pea, Snow Snow Green 6 28-May DS 1” 3’ no 1.19/foot 7/14-8/26 Average 3-1/4 to 3-1/2” pods, crisp and ﬂ avorful
            59 days, double rows spaced 6” apart
Pepper Blushing  1 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 1.46/plant 7/14-8/27 Sweet bell, All America Selection 2000,  
   Beauty           72-75 days, two rows planted 1’ apart in a 3’-
            wide raised bed, peppers blush from ivory to 
            pink and red, sweet at any color
Pepper Fajita Bell 22 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 2.89/plant 7/16-8/27 Medium hot bell, thick walls, deep green, fruit
            that ripen to a bright red, 80 days, two rows
             of plants 1’ apart in a 3’-wide raised bed
Pepper Giant  1 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 1.90/plant 7/09-8/27 Big, bright green, 6-8” long tapered pepper will
   Marconi           mature to red, two rows of plants 1’ apart in a 
            3’-wide raised bed, 72 days
Pepper Gypsy 24 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 3.79/plant 7/09-8/27 Light yellow-green, very thick-walled and sweet,
            6-7 inch long tapered peppers, 58 days
Pepper Hungarian  23 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 1.99/plant 7/09-8/27 Nice, light yellow turning to bright red, fairly 
   Wax           hot fruits 8 in. long, tapered, 70 days, two 
            rows of plants 1’ apart in a 3’-wide raised bed
Pepper New Ace 12 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 2.07/plant 7/14-8/27 Sweet bell, sets fruit well in cool weather, 62  
            days, two rows of plants 1’ apart in a 3’-wide bed
Pepper Park’s Early  11 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 2.91/plant 7/14-8/27 Sweet bell, 1/2-inch thick walls, 45 days,  
   Thickset
Pepper Senorita 20 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 1.98/plant 7/19-8/27 Mild jalapeno, 3 inches long by 1 1/2 inches wide, 
            80 days, two rows planted 1’ apart in a 3’-wide
            raised bed
Pepper Super  1 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 0.14/plant 8/06-8/27 Incredibly hot, 1990 All-America Selection
   Cayenne           winner
Pepper Thai Hot 11 29-Mar 5-Jun 1.5’ 2’ yes 0.01/plant 8/16-8/27 Hot, really tasty, 1-inch fruits, 40 days, two
            rows planted 1’ apart in a 3’-wide raised bed
Pumpkin Connecticut  18 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 223.44/plant 9/01-9/03 Large, smooth, deep orange, 115 days
   Field*
Pumpkin New England 6 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 56.41/plant 9/01-9/03 Small pie type, dark orange skin, 105 days 
   Pie
Pumpkin Orange  6 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 53.46/plant 9/01-9/03 90 days, requires less space than other
            pumpkins
   Smoothie
Pumpkin Racer 6 26-Apr 7-Jun 5’ 5’ yes 76.01/plant 9/01-9/03 Highly productive, 85 days, vigorous, short vine
Pumpkin Rock Star 6 26-Apr 7-Jun 5’ 5’ yes 154.53/plant 9/01-9/03 Vigorous, 98 days, blocky, upright shape  
Pumpkin Sorcerer 1 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 108.22/plant 9/01-9/03 Full-sized pumpkin, compact vine, 100 days
Pumpkin Wee-B-Little 1 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 30.81/plant 9/01-9/03 Very small ornamental, All-America Selections
            winner 1999, 95 days
Radicchio Chioggia Red 6 21-Apr 26-May 10” 2’ no 0.78/plant 7/22 Tends to tipburn, superior early small-framed, 
   Preco 1           make well-folded, large, heavy, heads, 60 days
Radicchio Fiero 6 21-Apr 26-May 10” 2’ no 0.39/plant 7/07 Good color, tipburn, all bolted early, 66 days
Radish Burpee White 23 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 0.90/foot 6/22-7/01 Few blemishes, 25 days, best eaten at 1” across
Table 3. 2004 vegetable cultivar results
   Date Date Row Spacing IRT Yield Harvest
Name Cultivar Source1 Seed Plant2 Between within Mulch in lb period Comments & Catalog Description
*standard cultivars, 1. Name and address of seed source corresponds to number as listed on back cover. 2. DS= direct seeded.
9Radish Cherriette 4 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 1.35/foot 6/22-7/07 Good shape and color, no blemishes, 20 days
Radish Cherry Belle* 10 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 0.95/foot 6/22-7/07 A couple had splits, good shape and color, 
            bright red, outstanding keeping quality
Radish Easter Egg 6 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 1.80/foot 6/22-7/07 Split in one, some blemishes, mix of red, purple,
            and white radishes. 30 days
Radish Red Meat 22 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 0.12/foot 7/01 Chinese radish, green skin, pink ﬂ esh, 2-4”  
            round, 50 days
Radish Reggae 11 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 1.37/foot 6/22-7/07 Good color, good shape, few blemishes
Radish Sora 6 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 1.99/foot 6/22-7/01 Nice color, good shape, few blemishes, 26 days
Radish Vintage 4 27-May DS 1” 2’ no 0.63/foot 6/22-7/07 Good shape and color, few blemishes, possibly
            no longer available 
Radish,  Mino Spring  6 28-May DS 3” 3’ no 1.19/foot 7/14 Slow bolting, suitable for late spring
  Daikon   Cross
Radish,  Miyashige 6 28-May DS 3” 3’ no 1.14/foot 7/14-7/19 Long, cylindrical white root with a pale green
  Daikon            band near the crown, 50 days
Radish,  R 71804 6 28-May DS 3” 3’ no 1.82/foot 7/14-7/19 Harvested early—going to seed, 65 days
  Daikon            all-white roots
Rutabaga Joan 6 28-May DS 5” 3’ no 2.04/foot 7/26 Great ﬂ avor, taste is sweet, fresh and mild,
            uniform, purple-topped and yellow-ﬂ eshed
Spinach Correnta 17 27-May DS 4” 2’ no 0.46/foot 7/01 Dark green, looks healthy, a few scarred 
            edges and rotted places
Spinach Giant 157 23 27-May DS 4” 2’ no 0.37/foot 7/01 Edges frayed, some yellow tips
Spinach Green Magic 22 27-May DS 4” 2’ no 0.45/foot 7/01 Looks healthy, crinkled, crisp leaves
Spinach Melody* 18 27-May DS 4” 2’ no 0.52/foot 7/01 Reliable for Fairbanks, resists bolting
Spinach Tyee 18 27-May DS 4” 2’ no 0.54/foot 7/01 Good variety for Fairbanks, looks really good
Squash, Hi Beta Gold 12 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 19.05/plant 9/01-9/03 Watery, ﬂ avorless, slightly bitter near the 
  Spaghetti            skin, bright orange color throughout
Squash, Small  11 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 71.31/plant 9/01-9/03 Bland, watery, not the best spaghetti squash
  Spaghetti   Wonder
Squash,  Early  5 3-May 5-Jun 3’ 5’ yes 38.70/plant 7/09-8/26 Straight neck, lemon yellow, harvest 4-7” long,
  Summer   Proliﬁ c           ﬁ rm, ﬁ ne grained ﬂ esh.
Squash, Eight Ball 1 3-May 5-Jun 3’ 5’ yes 56.19/plant 7/13-8/26 Round zucchini, dark green, harvest young, 
  Summer          the size of a golf ball, All America Selection
Squash,  Papaya Pear 1 3-May 5-Jun 3’ 5’ yes 49.08/plant 7/07-8/26 Papaya shape, sweet mild ﬂ avor, early, pick
  Summer            at 3” long x 2-3” wide, All America Selection
Squash, Raven 6 3-May 5-Jun 3’ 5’ yes 46.96/plant 7/07-8/26 Zucchini, darker green skin contains higher 
 Summer            levels of lutein, a highly effective antioxidant
Squash, Sunburst 18 3-May 5-Jun 3’ 5’ yes 46.93/plant 7/14-8/26 Bright yellow patty pan, harvest small 3”, All
 Summer            America Selection
Squash,  Sunray 23 3-May 5-Jun 3’ 5’ yes 30.63/plant 7/14-8/26 Straightneck squash, rich, butter yellow, 
  Summer            holds color longer than most varieties
Squash, Super Zuke  23 3-May 5-Jun 3’ 5’ yes 53.97/plant 7/07-8/26 Zucchini, bush-type plants, nutty ﬂ avor
  Summer   Hybrid   
Squash, Ambercup 18 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 73.61/plant 9/01-9/03 Reliable variety for Fairbanks, smooth texture,
  Winter            sweet, bright orange, long shelf life, high yields 
Squash,  Bon Bon 1 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 61.21/plant 9/01-9/03 Sweet yellow orange ﬂ esh, mealy, coarse, 
  Winter            potato-like texture, upright, semi-bush habit, 
Table 3. 2004 vegetable cultivar results
   Date Date Row Spacing IRT Yield Harvest
Name Cultivar Source1 Seed Plant2 Between within Mulch in lb period Comments & Catalog Description
*standard cultivars, 1. Name and address of seed source corresponds to number as listed on back cover. 2. DS= direct seeded.
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            All American Selection
Squash,  Cornell’s Bush 1 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 1.60/plant 9/01-9/03 Low yield probably due to daylength inhibiting
  Winter   Delicata           ﬂ owering, All American Selection
Squash, Gold Nugget 20 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 32.01/plant 9/01-9/03 Smooth, orange ﬂ esh, sweet, substitute for
  Winter            sweet potato, All American Selection
Squash, Mini Green 18 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 33.21/plant 9/01-9/03 Mustard-colored ﬂ esh, strong ﬂ avor, slightly
  Winter   Hubbard           sweet, hard rind, small hubbard.
Squash, Sunshine 1 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 51.01/plant 9/01-9/03 Sweet, mealy, bright orange ﬂ esh, slightly
  Winter            earthy ﬂ avor, All American Selection
Squash,  Sweet Mama 18 26-Apr 7-Jun 7’ 5’ yes 64.21/plant 9/01-9/03 Reliable for Fairbanks. All America Selection 
 Winter            not as ﬂ avorful as others
Sweet Corn Custer 18 11-May DS 1’ 5’ yes 2.86/plant 8/09-8/25 Latest we grow, by a little the best one,
            replaces EarliVee
Sweet Corn EarliVee 20 11-May DS 1’ 5’ yes 2.53/plant 7/30-8/25 3rd earliest in our trials, well-ﬁ lled 6-7” ears
Sweet Corn Grant 18 11-May DS 1’ 5’ yes 1.52/plant 8/06-8/25 4th earliest, the second best, replaces Polar Vee 
Sweet Corn Polar Vee* 21 11-May DS 1’ 5’ yes 1.09/plant 7/07-8/25 2nd earliest, bigger than Yukon Chief 
Sweet Corn Yukon Chief 5 11-May DS 1’ 5’ yes 0.94/plant 7/28-8/25 Earliest, bred at UAF, exceptionally early dwarf,
            5-6 inch ears, excellent cold soil emergence
Swiss Chard Bright Lights 1 27-May DS 12” 2’ no 3.33/foot 7/28-8/27 By 8/4 all were bolting, leaves small, multicolor 
            stems 
Swiss Chard Bright Yellow 6 27-May DS 12” 2’ no 2.72/foot 7/28-8/27 Bright yellow stems and leaf veins contrast 
            with deep green leaves, sweet, mild taste
Swiss Chard Neon Lights 23 27-May DS 12” 2’ no 4.43/foot 7/28-8/27 Blend of ﬁ ve varieties: golden yellow, intense
            red, two white shades and rich magenta
Swiss Chard Silverado 18 27-May DS 12” 2’ no 5.17/foot 7/28-8/27 Compact 16” plant, dark green, deeply savoyed,
            leaves; broad white stems; slow to bolt
Swiss Chard White King 18 27-May DS 12” 2’ no 6.08/foot 7/28-8/27 Large thick white ribs, extra dark green 
            heavily savoyed leaves
Tomatillo Toma Verde 11 12-Apr 5-Jun 2.5’ 5’ yes 9.40/plant 7/30-8/27 Great for salsa, 4’ bush, 2-oz. fruits in husks, 
            harvest when greenish fruits turn pale yellow
Turnip Hakurei 6 28-May DS 4” 3’ no 2.02/foot 7/14-7/19 Lots of splits, fruity-sweet taste, harvest
            young, great holding ability
Turnip Shogoin 7 28-May DS 4” 3’ no 0.46/foot 7/19 Went to seed early, large, ball-shaped turnip, 
            ﬁ rm and crispy, easy to grow
Turnip Tokyo Cross 12 28-May DS 4” 3’ no 1.54/foot 7/19 Good disease resistance. semi-globe roots,  
            white, harvest when small or mature
Table 3. 2004 vegetable cultivar results
   Date Date Row Spacing IRT Yield Harvest
Name Cultivar Source1 Seed Plant2 Between within Mulch in lb period Comments & Catalog Description
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Special thanks to our business partners who 
support the Garden with seeds and other donations.
All America Selections Flower and Vegetable Seeds
Ball Seed Experimental Flower Seeds
Goldsmith Seeds, Inc. Experimental Seeds
Harris Seeds Experimental Flower and Vegetable Seeds
Johnnyʼs Selected Seeds Experimental Flower and Vegetable Seeds
PanAmerican Seeds Experimental Flower Seeds
Risse Greenhouses Plant donations, supply discounts
Stokes Seeds Experimental Flower and Vegetable Seeds
Thompson & Morgan Seed Co. Experimental Flower and Vegetable Seeds
Twilley Seeds Experimental Flower and Vegetable Seeds
USDA Plant Introduction Stations Plant and Seed donations
Mrs. Angaiakʼs second grade, Mrs. Leeʼs second grade, Ms. Harrisonʼs second grade, Kay Barbaza, Dan Baum, Kathy Baum, 
Nancy Bigelow, Cathi Bouton, Janet Bowles, Peggy Buss, Jane Campbell, Jean Coghill, Barbara Colburn, Sharon Corbett, Virginia 
Damron, Susan Dearborn, Donna Dinsmore, Rae Dinsmore, Dena Doublex, Cathy Drury, Catherine Eagan, Sue Englebrecht, 
Carl Eschright, Barbara Fay, Wanda Fields, Luana Gallo, Etta Gardiner, LuJuan Gibson, Shirley Harris, Kate Hedstrom, Victoria 
Hill, Lynn Hoffman, Marian Hoffman, Helen Howard, Hillary Huffman, Alex Jacobson, Petra Jennen, Karen Jensen, Ted Kegler, 
Nancy Klammer, Joanne Klumb, Cindy Lewis, Sherry Lewis, Susan Lightbody, Suzi Lozo, Brahm Lower, Elizabeth Lower, Kathy 
MacDonald, Ann MacIntyre, Sandy Mattie, Rose Meier, Katherine Morin, Marsha Munsell, Arlie Nethken, Carolyn Nethken, 
Deb Neumayr, Peggy OʼNeal, Irene Peyton, Leonard Peyton, Joanna Phillips, Emily Reiter, Barbara Rondine, Ann Roberts, Betsy 
Robertson, Heather Robertson, Nancy Roehl, Lou Rowinski, Kathy Seim, Barbara Sevier, Ann Sherman, Molly Sherman, June 
Siegrist, Libby Silberling, Melody Springer, Shirley Sterner, Tommie Sterner, Ann Swift, Sarah Thornton, Eileen VanWyhe, Judy 
Weber, Susan Willsrud, Buffy York-Dewitz, Susie Zimmerman, BSA Troop 10: Bob Van Veldhuizen, Jake Van Veldhuizen, Matt Van 
Veldhuizen, Richard Gorsline, Robert Gorsline, Loni Gorsline, Paul Layer, Mark Layer, Josh Frisby, John Lee, David Durst
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The University of Alaska Fairbanks provides equal education and employment opportunities 
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NOTE: Circulars are published by the Alaska Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station to 
provide information summarizing research, and are usually written for a speciﬁ c lay audience. Cir-
culars often present information about ongoing or inconclusive applied research and experiments, 
such as variety trials. They may consist of secondary information or be a bulletin or journal article 
summary.
To simplify terminology, we may use product or equipment trade names. No endorsement of 
products or ﬁ rms mentioned is intended, nor is criticism implied of those not mentioned. Material 
appearing herein may be reprinted provided no endorsement of a commercial product is stated or 
implied. Please credit the researchers involved and the Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Sta-
tion, School of Natural Resources and Agricultural Sciences, University of Alaska Fairbanks.
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List of seed and plant sources for all trials:
Alaska Greenhouse, 1301 Muldoon Rd, Anchorage AK 99514
*Alaska Native Plant Society, PO Box 141613, Anchorage AK 99514
Alberta Nurseries & Seeds Ltd., PO Box 20, Bowden AB TOM 0K0 Canada
Alplains, 32315 Pine Crest Court PO Box 489, Kiowa CO 80117
1. All America Selections, 1311 Butterﬁ eld Rd Ste 310, Downer’s Grove, IL 
      60515
*American Rock Garden Society, PO Box 67, Millwood NY 10546
*American Horticultural Society, PO Box 6118, Alexandria VA 22308
Applewood Seed Co., 5380 Vivian St, Aruada CO 80002
B&D Lilies, PO Box 2007, Port Townsend WA 98368
2. Ball Seed, PO Box 335, West Chicago, IL 60185
Bear Creek Nursery, PO Box 411, Northport WA 99157
Better Trees, Inc., 7894 W Maple Rapids Rd, St. Johns MI 48879
Bluebird Nursery, Inc., PO Box 460, Clarkson NE 68629
Carolina Seeds, PO Box 2658 Hwy 105 Bypass, Boone NC 28607
Clair’s Cultivations, 1364 Esro Rd, Fairbanks AK 99712
Clause Seed, 100 Breen Rd, San Juan Bautista CA 95045
Connell’s Dahlias, 10616 Waller Rd E, Tacoma WA 98446
Cook’s Garden, PO Box 535, Londonderry VT 05148
Daehnfeldt, PO Box 947, Albany OR 97321
de Jager Bulb Co., PO Box 2010, So. Hamilton MA 01982
3. Denali Seed, PO Box 111425, Anchorage AK 99511
Dinkel’s Fairview Nursery, HC 31 Box 5193, Wasilla AK 99687
Dutch Gardens, Inc., PO Box 2037, Lakewood NJ 08701
EuroAmerican Propagators, PO Box 289, Bonsall CA 92003
Farmer Seed & Nursery Co., 818 NW 4th St, Fairbault MN 55021
F.W. Schumacher Co., Inc., 36 Spring Hill Rd, Sandwich MA 02563
Fred C. Gloeckner & Co., Inc., 15 East 26th St, New York NY 10010
Gardens North, 5984 Third Line Rd N, North Gower ON K0A 2TO Canada
Germania Seed Co., 5978 N Northwest Hwy, Chicago IL 60631
Gilbert H. Wild & Sons, PO Box 338, Sarcoxie MO 64862
Goldsmith Seeds, Inc., PO Box 1349, Gilroy CA 95021-1349
Guerney Seed & Nursery Co., 110 Capital St, Yankton SD 57079
H.G. German Seeds, Inc., PO Box 398, Smethport PA 16749
4. Harris Seeds, PO Box 24966, Rochester NY 14624-0966
Hawk’s Farm & Garden Center, PO Box 55759, North Pole AK 99705
Henry Field’s Seed and Nursery Co., 415 N Burnett, Shenandoah IA 51602
Holm Town Nursery, PO Box 71565, Fairbanks AK 99707
Hortico, Inc., 723 Robson Rd RR#1, Waterdown ON LOR 2H1 Canada
Ion Exchange, 1878 Old Mission Dr, Harper’s Ferry IA 52146
5. Irish Eyes & Garden City Seeds, PO Box 307, Thorp WA 98946
J.L. Hudson, PO Box 1058H, Redwood City CA 94064
Jackson & Perkins, PO Box 1028, Medford OR 97501
6. Johnny’s Selected Seeds, 1 Foss Hill Rd, Albion ME 04910
K. Van Bourgondien & Sons, Inc., PO Box 1000, Babylon NY 11702
Lamb Nurseries, 101 E Sharp Ave, Spokane WA 99202
Lawyer Nursery, 950 Hwy 200 W, Plains MT 59859
Liberty Seed Co., PO Box 806, New Philadelphia OH 44663
7. Lilly Miller (Ferry Morris Seed Co.), Kentucky
McClure & Zimmerman, PO Box 368, Friesland WI 53935
Mountain Seed & Nursery, Box 271 Rte 1, Moscow ID 83843
*New England Wildﬂ ower Society, 180 Hemenway Rd, Framingham MA 01701 
8. Nichols Garden Nursery, 1190 N Paciﬁ c Hwy, Albany OR 97321
Nourse Farms, Inc., Box 485 RFD, South Deerﬁ eld MA 01373
9. Ornamental Edibles, 5723 Trowbridge Way, San Jose Ca 95138
10. Otis S. Twilley Seed Co., Inc., PO Box 65, Trevose PA 19053
11. Park Seeds, 1 Parkton Ave., Greenwood SC 29647
PanAmerican Seeds, PO Box 438, West Chicago IL 60186
Peter de Jaeger Bulb Co., PO Box 2010, So. Hamilton MA 01980
12. Pinetree Garden Seeds, PO Box 300, New Gloucester ME 04260
13. RH. Shumway’s Seeds, 334 W. Stroud St, Randolph WI 53956-1274
Richters, 357 Hwy 47, Goodwood ON LOC 1A0 Canada
Risse Greenhouses, 981 Risse Rd, Fairbanks AK 99712
Roseraie at Bayﬁ elds, PO Box R, Waldoboro ME 04572
Royal Sluis, Inc., 1293 Harkins Rd, Salinas CA 93901
14. Rupp Seeds, Inc., 17919 County Rd B, Wauseon OH 43567
Seeds of Alaska, PO Box 3127, Kenai AK 99611
15. Seeds of Change, PO Box 15700, Santa Fe NM 87501
Seeds of Distinction, PO Box 86 Station A, Toronto ON M9C 4V2 Canada
16. Seedway, Inc., PO Box 250, Hall NY 14463 
Select Seeds, 180 Stickney Hill Rd, Union CT 06076
Seymour’s Selected Seeds, PO Box 1346, Randolph WI 53956
17. Shepherd’s Garden Seeds, 30 Irene St, Torrington CT 06790
Smith Nursery Co., PO Box 515, Charles City IA 50616
18. Stokes Seeds, PO Box 548, Buffalo NY 14240
T & T Seeds, Ltd., PO Box 1710, Winnipeg MB R3C 3P6 Canada
19. Thompson & Morgan Seed Co., PO Box 1308, Jackson NJ 08527-0308
20. Territorial Seed Co., PO Box 157, Cottage Grove OR 97424
Twilley Seeds, 121 Gary Rd, Hodges, SC 29653
Valley Nursery, PO Box 4845, Helena MT 59604
Van Bloem USA, Inc., 500 Pendley Industrial Park, Cumming GA 30130
Vaughan’s Seed Co., 5300 Katrine Ave, Downers Grove IL 60515
21. Vermont Bean Seed Co., Garden Ln, Fair Haven VT 05743
Vermont Wildﬂ ower Farm, PO Box 1400, Louisiana MO 63353-8400
22. Vesey’s Seeds, Ltd., PO Box 9000, Calais ME 04619-6102
23. W. Atlee Burpee & Co., 300 Park Ave, Warminster PA 18991
Washburn Farm Nursery, PO Box 823, Palmer AK 99645
Waushara Gardens, N 5491 5th Dr, Plainﬁ eld WI 54966
Wayside Gardens, 1 Garden Ln, Hodges SC 29695
24. West Coast Seeds, 3925 64 St, Delta BC V4K3N2 Canada
White Flower Farm, PO Box 50, Litchﬁ eld CT 06759
Wild Rose Gardens, PO Box 82281, Fairbanks AK 99708
Wildseed, Inc., PO Box 308, Eagle Lake TX 77434
Wildwood Northern Seeds, Whitehorse YT Canada
William Dam Seeds, PO Box 8400, Dundas ON L9H 6M1 Canada
*Seeds available to members through seed exchange programs
